
ECP 323X:  Working with Families 
Spring 2017 

3 credit hours 
Iowa State University 

Department of Human Development and Family Studies 
 
Instructor:  Celia Priebe Shedd, M.Ed. 
 
Virtual Office Hours:  As listed each week, or by appointment 
 
E-mail: cpshedd@iastate.edu 
 
Course Description:  This course focuses on application of an ecological model to the 
understanding of variation in parental roles, perspectives, approaches, and challenges.  The 
course also provides an overview of effective communication strategies and parent education 
programs.   
 
Course Prerequisite:  Course in human development across the lifespan. 
 
Required Readings: 

 Textbook:  Keyser, J. (2006).  From Parents to Partners:  Building a Family-Centered 
Early Childhood Program.  St. Paul, MN:  Redleaf Press. 

 Other:  Additional readings will be posted on Blackboard 
 
General Expectations:  This is a 100% on line course.  The instructor expects you to log into 
the course regularly to be aware of possible announcements and reminders.  You are expected 
to set your schedule and regulate your pace in order to meet deadlines and still participate in 
small group and large group discussions.  Your participation in discussions is a required part of 
this course.  Group participation is a way to share your views and gain the insight of others.  
This creates a learning community with a wide range of experiences, views, thoughts and 
opinions.   
 
Time Investment:  The expectations for a face-to-face fall or spring semester course would be 
to meet as a class about 2.5-3 hours per week and individuals would study, and complete 
readings and assignments for an additional 5-6 hours per week.  This would be a weekly time 
commitment of 7.5-9 hours per week for 15 weeks for a total of 113-135 hours per semester.  
This summer course is 12 weeks long.  So that means you should plan on spending about 
9.5-11 hours per week on this course.  Some weeks might have less of a commitment and 
some weeks would have more.   
 
Technology:  See the Expectations for Technical Requirements document and Course 
Information Sheet to learn/review technical requirements for this course and teaching institution.  
There is also some basic information about Blackboard and how to use it. 
 
If you have any technical difficulties (for example you can’t log in, or access the discussion 
board) please visit:  https://www.it.iastate.edu/services/blackboard or contact the Blackboard 
Technical support Help Desk at 515-294-4000.   
 

mailto:cpshedd@iastate.edu
https://www.it.iastate.edu/services/blackboard


E-mail Communication:  The subject line should have “ECP 323” with a 2-4 word summary 
regarding the content of your message.  The instructor will respond within 48 hours Monday-
Thursday.  The response could take longer Friday-Sunday.   
 
Submitting Assignments:  You will submit all assignments through Blackboard.  Directions are 
in the intro to Blackboard section.   
 
Academic Integrity:  This class will follow Iowa State University’s policy on academic 
dishonesty.  Anyone suspected of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Dean of Students 
Office. 
http://www.dso.iastate.edu/ja/academic/misconduct.html  For this course, if the instructor has 
evidence that a student has engaged in an act of academic dishonesty, the instructor will notify 
the student of the concern.  The student will be given the opportunity to give his/her position on 
the matter.  If the student admits to engaging in academic dishonesty, the instructor may then 
assign an academic penalty consistent with their institutional policy (the above link).  Examples 
of academic penalties include receiving reduced grade for the work, a failing grade in the 
course, or other lesser penalty as the instructor deems appropriate.  If, after making reasonable 
efforts, the instructor is unable to contact the student or collect relevant evidence before final 
course grades are assigned, he/she shall assign an interim grade of incomplete and notify the 
student of the reason such a grade was given.   
 
If the student disputes the allegation of academic dishonesty, he/she should inform the 
instructor of their intent to appeal.  The appeal is made through the Great Plains IDEA university 
representative at the student’s home institution, using instructional policies and procedures at 
that institution.  The Great Plains IDEA university representative at the student’s home 
institution shall be responsible for facilitating communication between the student and the 
instructor and guiding the appeal process with due diligence. 
 
Academic misconduct in any form is in violation of Iowa State University Student Disciplinary 
Regulations and will not be tolerated.  This includes, but is not limited to:  copying or sharing 
answers on tests or assignments, plagiarism, and having someone else do your academic work.  
Depending on the act, a student could receive and F grade the test/assignment, F grade for the 
course, and could be suspended or expelled from the University.  See the Conduct Code at the 
link above for more details and a full explanation of the Academic Misconduct policies.   
 
Disability Accommodation:  Iowa State University complies with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act and Sect 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. If you have a disability and anticipate 
needing accommodations in this course, please contact the course instructor to set up a 
meeting within the first two weeks of the semester or as soon as you become aware of your 
need. Before meeting with the instructor, you will need to obtain a SAAR form with 
recommendations for accommodations from the Disability Resources Office, located in Room 
1076 on the main floor of the Student Services Building. Their telephone number is 515-294-
7220 or email disabilityresources@iastate.edu. Retroactive requests for accommodations will 
not be honored. 
 
Dead Week:  This class follows the Iowa State University Dead Week policy as noted in section 
10.6.4 of the Faculty Handbook http://www.provost.iastate.edu/resources/faculty-handbook .  
This may look slightly different during summer. 
 
Harassment and Discrimination:  Iowa State University strives to maintain our campus as a 
place of work and study for faculty, staff, and students that is free of all forms of prohibited 

http://www.dso.iastate.edu/ja/academic/misconduct.html
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discrimination and harassment based upon race, ethnicity, sex (including sexual assault), 
pregnancy, color, religion, national origin, physical or mental disability, age, marital status, 
sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic information, or status as a U.S. veteran. Any student 
who has concerns about such behavior should contact his/her instructor, Student Assistance at 
515-294-1020 or email dso-sas@iastate.edu, or the Office of Equal Opportunity and 
Compliance at 515-294-7612. 
 

Religious Accommodation:  If an academic or work requirement conflicts with your religious 
practices and/or observances, you may request reasonable accommodations. Your request 
must be in writing, and your instructor or supervisor will review the request.  You or your 
instructor may also seek assistance from the Dean of Students Office or the Office of Equal 
Opportunity and Compliance. 
 

Contact Information:  If you are experiencing, or have experienced, a problem with any of the 
above issues, please e-mail the instructor immediately.  If your problem is not resolved then 
email academicissues@iastate.edu. 
 
Civility in the Online Classroom:  Students are expected to maintain an online environment 
conducive to learning.  Therefore, the following are prohibited:  making offensive remarks in e-
mail or the discussion posts, using inappropriate language or discussing inappropriate topics 
online, spamming, hacking, using email or discussion board for commercial purposes, using all 
capital letters (considered shouting in online communications), or cyber-bullying or online 
harassment of any type.  Inappropriate behavior shall result in consequences ranging from a 
request to correct the problem to removal from the course or even the university, depending in 
the severity of the behavior.  Disciplinary actions will be taken according to the institution’s Code 
of Student Conduct. 
 
The structure of this course is based upon the freedom of each student to express her or his 
personal view in an atmosphere of respect and tolerance.  Some topics can be personal, 
sensitive, and sometimes emotionally laden.  In the case of online classroom discussions, you 
may hear viewpoints that differ from your own value system, and this can often feel 
uncomfortable or may bring about strong emotions.  It is essential that you weigh the 
appropriateness of how you participate in this class.  If you have a very strong reaction to a 
post, it is advised to walk away from your screen for a while and collect your thoughts before 
responding too quickly.   
 
Although your participation and opinions are greatly valued, disrespect of other students or of 
the instructor will not be tolerated, and continual violations to the above policies will result in 
your being removed from the course and/or the university depending on the severity of the 
behavior.  If you find yourself having difficulty with any aspect of the course or assignments, 
please discuss the issue with the instructor immediately via e-mail, a phone conversation 
may be scheduled so a solution can be reached in a timely manner.  Most difficulties can be 
resolved easily once the door for discussion has been opened.  This approach will assist your 
instructor in responding to your needs and in improving the course immediately, rather than at 
the end of the semester during your final course evaluation.   
 
Expected Learning Outcomes:  Upon complete of the course, students will be able to: 

 Identify relevant theories such as the ecological systems model, that explain parenting 
and parenting practices.  Demonstrate how these models can be used to support 
parents. 
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 Articulate knowledge of diversity among families and family relationships. 

 Explain a strength-based perspective for working with family members and how to apply 
it to effective practices.   

 Describe communication strategies that can be used with families to build relationships, 
talk about effective parenting and when necessary, allow difficult information to be 
heard. 

 Exhibit knowledge of how to provide advocacy for families and support families to 
become their own advocates. 

 Use self-regulation to show growth in understanding parenting and how to partner 
effectively with parents. 

 Articulate knowledge about how parents’ own developmental issues relate to parenting. 

 Describe ways to support parents who are going through major life transitions (such as 
divorce, moves, long absences of a family member, death of a family member, change in 
a family member due to injury or mental/physical change, or addition of a family 
member). 

 Identify some existing parenting curricula and their goals. 

 Demonstrate understanding of strategies for conducting home visits, parent/teacher 
conferences, and parent education events. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of ways to increase parent participation in various aspects of 
the daily routine. 

 Articulate the goals of widely used parenting programs such as Parents as Teachers, 
Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (STEP), Dare to Learn, and Partners in 
Parenting. 
 

Assignment Schedule: 

Assignment Due Date Points 

Module One Discussion Sunday, May 21st @ 7:00 PM 9  

Module Two Discussion Sunday, May 28th @7:00 PM 9 

Short Paper One FRIDAY, June 2nd at 7:00 PM 40 

Module Three Discussion Sunday June 4th @ 7:00 PM 9  

Module Four Discussion Sunday, June 4th @ 7:00 PM 9 

Module Five Discussion Sunday, June 11th @ 7:00 PM 9 

Module Six  Discussion Sunday, June 18th @ 7:00 PM 9  

Module Seven Discussion Sunday, June 18th @ 7:00 PM 9 

Short Paper Two Sunday, June 18th @ 7:00 PM 40 

Module Eight Discussion Sunday, June 25th  @ 7:00 PM 9 

Exam One FRIDAY, June 30th @ 7:00 PM 35 

Module Nine Discussion Sunday, July 2nd  @ 7:00 PM 9 

Module Ten Discussion Sunday, July 2nd  @ 7:00 PM 9 

Module Eleven Discussion Sunday, July 9th   @ 7:00 PM 9 

Module Twelve Discussion Sunday, July 16th   @ 7:00 PM 9 

Module Thirteen Discussion Sunday, July 16th   @ 7:00 PM 9 

Module Fourteen Discussion Sunday, July 23rd @ 7:00 PM 9 

Short Paper Three FRIDAY, July, 28th @ 7:00 PM 40 

Module Fifteen Discussion Sunday, July 30th @ 7:00 PM 9 

Final Paper  THURSDAY, AUG 3RD @ 7:00 PM 120 

Exam Two THURSDAY, AUG 3RD @ 7:00 PM 35 

TOTAL:  515 



Course Assignments:  
Discussion Posts:  Discussion is an important part of this course.  These discussions allow you 
to review and think about the readings with others and gain different viewpoints or ideas.  After 
completing the readings for a module you are expected to post in your small group discussion 
boards at least 2 times.  Posts can be initial reactions, questions about the topics covered in the 
readings or responding to another group member’s post.  Ideally, you post once to the 
instructor’s initial prompt and a second post should be a response to a classmate’s post.  After 
each group member has posted 2 times, the group’s leader for that module will ask for any last 
thoughts and then will post a summary in the large group (whole class) discussion board.  
Posting 2-3 times in small groups and taking your turns as the group leader (9 points per 
module/135 points total) 
 
The following the grading criteria for discussion posts: 

Grading Criteria for each discussion post Points possible 

Meaningful and new ideas:  Ideas examine topic from a new 
perspective, or personal experience that contributes to the group’s 
learning 

2 

Post Coherence:  message explains issues, new perspectives, or 
questions that elaborate on the topic in an easy to understand manner 

1 

Relevance of the post:  response is directly related to the reading and 
prompt provided.  The post can elaborate, contradict or explain the 
original message. 

1 

All posts are made in a timely manner so the group leader can post a 
summery by the deadline.  Each team member takes turns for being the 
group leader.   

.5 

TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE PER POST (9 points maximum): 4.5 

 
In order to gain a score of 4.5 your posts must be more than “I agree” or “good idea”.   
On the left hand side of our Blackboard page you should see ‘Small Group Discussions”.  This 
is where you will post 2 times.  In Small Group Discussions, there will be usually more than one 
forum or discussion for each week.  You should be able to click on the title of the forum to enter 
the discussion.  Please click on the ‘Thread’ button, type your response, and click ‘Submit’ to 
make your response visible to the small group.  In order to see all posts, click on ‘Thread’, you 
can reply to a post by clicking on ‘Reply’.  After typing your reply click on ‘Submit’ to share with 
the group.   
 
After each group member has posted 2 times, the group’s leader for that module will ask for any 
last thoughts and then will post a summary in the large group (whole class) discussion board.  
This is found on the left hand side of our Blackboard page ‘Class Discussions’.  Here the leader 
will click ‘Thread’ and type a summary of the small group’s responses and ideas.  When the 
summary is complete, the leader will click ‘Submit’.  There are 3 small groups for the course so 
each module will have three summaries posted under ‘Class Discussions’ 
 
Short Papers: (three papers worth 40 points each/total 120 points) 
Over the course of the semester, you will write three short papers (3-4 double-spaced pages).  
The first will require you to access a web-based parent support group, read the postings of 25 
parents of young children, describe their concerns, and relate them to your readings.  The 
second will require you to think carefully about the content of the communications with military, 
military spouse, or veteran parents.  The last will require you to accompany a practitioner on a 
home visit or attend a parent education event and to relate your observations, thoughts and 



feelings about this experience to the readings.  More detailed assignment instructions will be 
available during the related module under ‘Assignments’. 
 
The following is the grading criteria for the short papers: 

Grading Criteria for Short Papers Points 
Possible 

Content 
-Paper addresses all items outlined in the paper assignment 
-Paper uses appropriate, specific examples from course readings as 
support 
-Support from course readings is explained and directly tied to the chosen 
readings according to the paper assignment 

 
 

20 

Introduction and Conclusion 
-Introduction and conclusion paragraphs are well developed 
-Introduction outlines the main ideas of the paper and includes a thesis 

statement that clearly responds to the paper assignment 
-Conclusion restates the thesis statement and moves beyond a simple 

summary to include thoughtful analysis of the paper’s topic.   

 
 

10 

Organization 
-Paper organization is clear and logical 
-Paragraph topic sentences tie to paragraph content and to the thesis 
statement 
-Ideas flow logically within and between paragraphs 
-Paragraph divisions are logical and appropriate transitions are provided 

 
 

5 
 
 

Writing Quality 
-Writing is clear 
-Paper shows evidence of careful proofreading and editing 
-Spelling, grammar, punctuation, syntax, etc. errors are minor and do not 

detract attention from the paper’s content.   

 
 

5 

TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE: 40 

 
 
Final Paper: 
For your final paper, you will interview an early childhood professional or parent of an infant, 
toddler or young child.  During the interviews, you will ask about your respondent’s childhood 
backgrounds, current parenting philosophy, challenges faced in the role of professional or 
parent, and the steps taken to try to address those challenges.  In your paper, you will share the 
information the respondent provided, analyze it in light of all the relevant course readings for the 
semester, make recommendations as to the types of parenting programs and/or strategies that 
might be helpful for this individual, and recommend the ways in which one might advocate for 
policies or services that would help people who are in their shoes.   Remember to keep a 
strengths-based perspective as you plan your recommendations.  Additional instructions, 
including sample interview questions, will be available closer to the due date.   
  



 
The following is the grading criteria for the final paper: 

Grading Criteria for Final Paper Points 
Possible 

Content 
-Paper addresses all items outlined in the paper assignment 
-Paper uses appropriate, specific examples from course readings as 
support 
-Support from course readings is explained and directly tied to the chosen 
readings according to the paper assignment 

 
 

60 

Introduction and Conclusion 
-Introduction and conclusion paragraphs are well developed 
-Introduction outlines the main ideas of the paper and includes a thesis 

statement that clearly responds to the paper assignment 
-Conclusion restates the thesis statement and moves beyond a simple 

summary to include thoughtful analysis of the paper’s topic.   

 
 

30 

Organization 
-Paper organization is clear and logical 
-Paragraph topic sentences tie to paragraph content and to the thesis 
statement 
-Ideas flow logically within and between paragraphs 
-Paragraph divisions are logical and appropriate transitions are provided 

 
 

15 
 
 

Writing Quality 
-Writing is clear 
-Paper shows evidence of careful proofreading and editing 
-Spelling, grammar, punctuation, syntax, etc. errors are minor and do not 

detract attention from the paper’s content.   

 
 

15 

TOTAL POINTS POSSIBLE: 120 

 
Exams: (two exams 35 points each/total 70 points) 
The exams will be multiple-choice and short answer.  Details and deadlines will be discussed 
closer to the due dates.   
 
 
 
  



Tentative Schedule 
ECP 323X Summer 2017 

Weeks and 
Dates 

Topics Readings 

Week 
1 
 

May 15-21 

Introduction to 
Blackboard 
Module One 
 
 
 

Porter, N., & Ispa, J. M. (2013). Mothers’ online message 
board questions about parenting infants and  
toddlers. Journal of Advanced Nursing, 69(3), 559−568. 
 
Brady, E., & Guerin, S. (2010). Not the romantic, all 
happy, coochy coo experience: A qualitative analysis of 
interactions on an Irish parenting web site. Family 
Relations, 59 (1), 14−27 
*Module One Discussion due Sunday, 5/21 @ 7:00PM 

Weeks 
2 & 3 

 
May 22-June 4 

Module Two  
 

Harkness, S., & Super, C. M. (2006). Themes and 
variations: Parental ethnotheories in Western cultures.  
In K. Rubin (Ed.), Parental beliefs, parenting, and child 
development in cross-cultural perspective (pp.61−79). 
New York, NY: Psychology Press. 
 
Connell-Carrick, K. (2006). Trends in popular parenting 
books and the need for parental critical thinking. Child 
Welfare, 85(5), 819−836 
*Module Two Discussion due Sunday, 5/28 @ 7:00PM 
*Short Paper One due Friday, 6/2 @ 7:00PM 

Module Three 
 

Chapters from  
Bronfenbrenner, U. (Ed.) (2005).  
Making human beings human: Bioecological perspectives 
on human development.  Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
*Module Three Discussion due Sunday, 6/4 @ 7:00PM 

Module Four Keyser (2006)—Introduction and Chapter 1: The 
Importance of Family-Teacher Partnerships 
 
Keyser (2006)—Chapter 2: Five Principles of Family- 
Centered Care 
*Module Four Discussion due Sunday, 6/4 @ 7:00PM 

Weeks 4 & 5 
 

June 5-18 

Module Five 
 

Keyser (2006)—Chapter 3: Effective Communication with 
Families: An Overview 
 
Keyser (2006)—Chapter 4: Daily Communication 
*Module Five Discussion due Sunday, 6/11 @ 7:00PM 

Module Six 
 

Keyser (2006)—Chapter 5: Challenges to 
Communication: Problems Affecting the Child at Home or 
at School 
To learn about the special challenges faced by military 
parents, read the material on two websites. The first, at 
http://www.aacap.org/cs/root/facts_for_families/coming_h
ome_adjustments_for_military_families  
contains a fact sheet developed by the American 
Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry.  
 
The second, is developed by PBS Parents. This website, 
Coming Home: Military Families Cope with Challenges, 
can be accessed at  
http://www.pbs.org/parents/cominghome/ 
  

http://www.aacap.org/cs/root/facts_for_families/coming_home_adjustments_for_military_families
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Keyser (2006)—Chapter 6: Challenges to 
Communication: Conflict between Family and Program 
*Module Six Discussion due Sunday, 6/18  @ 7:00PM 

Module Seven 
 

Keyser (2006)—Chapter 7: Formal Communications: 
Documentation and Conferences 
*Module Seven Discussion due Sunday, 6/18  @ 
7:00PM 
*Short Paper Two due Sunday, 6/18  @ 7:00PM 

Weeks 
6 & 7 

 
June 19-July 2 

Module Eight  
 

Keyser (2006)—Chapter 8: Creating Successful Parent 
Meetings and Events 
*Module Eight Discussion due Sunday, 6/25  @ 
7:00PM 
*Exam One due FRIDAY, 6/30  @ 7:00PM 

Module Nine 
 

Keyser (2006)—Chapter 9: Classroom Environments 
 
Keyser (2006)—Chapter 10: Curriculum in a Family 
Centered Classroom 
*Module Nine Discussion due Sunday, 7/2  @ 7:00PM 

Module Ten 
 

Keyser (2006)—Chapter 11: Families as Teaching 
Partners at Home and at School 
 
Keyser (2006)—Chapter 12: Welcoming Families into the 
Partnership 
*Module Ten Discussion due Sunday, 7/2  @ 7:00PM 

Weeks 
8 & 9 

 
July 3-16 

 

Module Eleven 
 

Kahn, J., & Moore, K. A. (2010).What works for home 
visiting programs: Lessons from experimental evaluations 
of programs and interventions (Fact Sheet Publication 
2010-05). Bethesda, MD: Child  
Trends. Available online at  
http://www.childtrends.org/?publications=what-works-for-
home-visiting-programs-lessons-from-experimental-
evaluations-of-programs-and-interventions  
Possibly more readings to be announced 
*Module Eleven Discussion due Sunday, 7/9  @ 
7:00PM 

Module Twelve 
 

Browse the web to explore “normative” parent education 
programs such as Early Childhood STEP –For Parents of 
Children Under Six. 
Then read: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
(2009).  
Parent Training Programs: Insight for Practioners.  
Atlanta, GA: Author. Available at  
http://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/pdf/Parent_Trainin
g_Brief.a.pdf   
*Module Twelve Discussion due Sunday, 7/16  @ 
7:00PM 

Module Thirteen Browse the web to explore programs such as  
Missouri’s First Steps  
http://dese.mo.gov/se/fs/whatisfs.html to learn about the 
availability of parenting education programs for parents of 
young children with special needs. You may wish to focus 
on programs available in the state where you will 
probably live. 
*Module Thirteen Discussion due Sunday, 7/16  @ 
7:00PM 

http://www.childtrends.org/?publications=what-works-for-home-visiting-programs-lessons-from-experimental-evaluations-of-programs-and-interventions
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Weeks 
10 & 11 

 
July 17-30 

Module Fourteen 
 

Beckmann, K. A., Knitzer, J., Cooper, J. L., & Dicker, S. 
(2010). Supporting parents of young children in the child 
welfare system. New York: NY: National Center for 
Children in Poverty. Download the report at  
http://www.nccp.org/publications/pub_924.html  
 
Browse the web to explore programs such as Focus on 
Kids (Missouri) that aim to teach parents who are 
divorcing or separating about common pitfalls to avoid. 
Many states have their own programs, and you may 
search for the programs that are available in your state 
*Module Fourteen Discussion due Sunday, 7/23  @ 
7:00PM 

Module Fifteen Family Strengthening Policy Center. (2007).  
The parenting imperative: Investing in parents so children  
And youth succeed. Washington, DC: National Human 
Services Assembly. Available online at  
http://www.npen.org/pdfs/fsp-policy-brief22.pdf  
*Module Fifteen Discussion due Sunday, 7/30  @ 
7:00PM 

Week 
12 

 
July 31- 
August 4 

Work week to 
finish 

assignments 

*Final Paper due THURSDAY, 8/3  @ 7:00PM 
*Exam Two due THURSDAY, 8/3  @ 7:00PM 
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